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Philately and
U.S. Newspapers,

1850-1925

This exhibit uses philatelic material to outline the key fi-
gures, events and trends of the general circulation daily and
weekly newspaper industry in the United States during the
1850-1925 period. The industry's dramatic growth and changes
during those years, and the fascinating individuals and events
involved make it a time period worthy of study.

In as many cases as possible, stamps and covers are from the
1850-1925 period. In nearly every case where a cover's con-
tents also are displayed, they are of philatelic, not only
historic, significance.

Items of particular interest are:

*A first day cover of the 1923 2c Harding stamp (plate block
of four) on a Harding Publishing Co, corner card, the only
one reported,
*An l£&5 cover from the young Eugene V. Debs to the equally
young W.W, Ayer advertising agency,
*An 1S&7 issue of the National Tribune newspaper mailed from
Washington, D,C. to former Fres, Rutherford B, Hayes,
*An 18e9 ail-over New York Sun advertising cover mailed to
Argentina,
*An 18"99 Brooklyn Daily Eagle cover, marked "Soldier's Let-
ter" from Manila to Minnesota?,
*The only reported all-over Atlanta Georgian and News, adver-
tising cover, used in 1913 (ex-Biddle),
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Outline

I. SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND TECNOLOGICAL CHANGES AFFECTING NEWSPAPERS
(30 pages)

II. KEY PUBLISHERS AND JOURNALISTS ( - \  pages)

III. NEWSPAPER CONTENT AND ECONOMIC TRENDS WITHIN THE INDUSTRY
(76 pages)

1. Eastern Journalism (3 pages)

2. Western Journalism (7 pages)

3. Civil War ( 2 pages)

4» Transition (8 pages)

5. A Growth Industry (6 pages)

6. Wire Services, Syndicates and Other Organizations (9 cages)

7. Chains and Yellow Journalism: The Scripps Family (6 pages)

#. Chains and Yellow Journalism: Pulitzer and Hearst (9 pages)

9. Chains and Yellow Journalism:, The Rest (9 pages)

10. Chains and Yellow Journalism: Consolidation (8 pages)

11. Modern Wars ( 5 pages)

12. College Journalism (2 pages)

IV. CIRCULATION, ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION (37 pages)

1, Introduction (4 pages)

2, Circulation Marketing (19 pages)

3, Advertising (7 pages)

4« General Promotion (7 pages)
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SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES
Advertising Agencies
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N.W. Ayer & Co. was founded in 1841 in Philadelphia and had 20 em-
ployees by 1876. By the 1890s, there were about 20 agencies, most
in New York. Eugene V. Debs, elected to the Indiana legislature in
1885, was the socialist presidential candidate four times. In his
famous 1920 candidacy from jail, he challenged Harding and Cox.
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Advertising Agencies
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Successor to the New York Associated Press, the pioneer organization, established 1837 ; representing leading journals throughout the world
and connecting with the Western Associated Press, the New England Associated Press, the Associated Press of the State of

New York, the Southern Associated Press, and numerous other news organizations in America, Europe, Asia, etc., etc.

FRED. N. BAsSamuel F.B. Morse's second message by telegraph on May 25, 1844, was
QENERthat a committee had voted against sending the question of Oregon

statehood to the full House—sent to the Baltimore Patriot. The tel-
egraph allowed editors to receive news instantly, from their report-
ers or others. That telegraph lines were often cut during the Civil
War forced invention of the "inverted pyramid"-style news writing.
Western Union quadrupled telegraph lines "between 1880 and 1900.

Dear Mr. Brown:

The enclosed envelope postmarked 3:50 P.If. did

not reach us until 12:17 A.M. I wonder If the Boston postoffice

people can tell by what train it was dispatched. Possibly there

was a delay in the Boston office.

Very truly yours,

General Eastern Manager.

C, I.
. •

C. I. Brown,

Care Hew I la sod at-at!
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New Printing Technology

R. Hoe & Co. developed a two-cylinder press with a rotary,
rather than flat, "bed for the Philadelphia Public Ledger.
in 1846. Its presses could print 12,000 papers per hour "by
1849, 20,000 "by 1861. Web presses, using a roll rather
than sheets of paper, were first mass-produced "by Hoe in
1871.

,1
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New Printing Technology
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Smaller newspapers, of course, continued to use primitive,
littler presses.
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New Printing Technology
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While color inserts printed separately had been used earlier,
full color presses modeled after those being used in Paris were
first built at the Chicago Inter Ocean in 1592 by Walter Scott»

CHICAGO.
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Railroads
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If not -called for witMn Ten Bars.

There were 23 miles of railroad tracks in 1830 "but 9,000 in
1850, 93,000 in 1880 and 113,000 in 1900. This expansion
allowed both news reports and newspapers to "be delivered
much quicker.
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Labor Unions
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The printing and publishing industry was one of the earliest to be-
come unionized and one whose unions have significantly slowed tech-
nological progress. Union demands and strikes have closed many pa-
pers in the last 35 years, including the Mirror, Herald Tribune and
and World Journal Tribune in New York City alone.

533
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AWER FIVE OAYS RETURN

MEMPHIS, TENN.

Newspaper Wholesalers
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The first firm that bought papers from newspaper offices and de-
livered them to newsstands and cigar stores was founded in 1&54.
Central was founded in l£69 and served 700 retail clients by
1&7&.- But PhiladelphiaTs morning newspapers started co-operating
in 1374, and Central had shrunk significantly by 1#97.

•
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Newspaper Wholesalers

/o
:

AiOS NEWS CO.
(Incorporated)

Dealers in Newspapers from
all leading Gilfts

Branch Agencies
San Francisco, Oal.

Oakland Cal ^
•• Sacramento, Cal.

San Diego, Cal
Long Beach, Cal,

Pasadena, Cal,
Seattle, Wash.
Tacoma, Wash.

Headquarters
711 South Olive Street

Los Angeles

Angeles, Cal.

MAY 4 " 1S09

Gentlemen :

Please add to as^feanrour order for

above town..../..^.....daily-/..^.....Sunday, mak-

ing the order^^_...daily-:^_^;-Sunday.

Very truly yours,

AMOS NEWS CO,

clfj. (D CBy.

12
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Civil War Censorship

Civil War censorship occurred in three phases. First, the Post Office stop-
ped all mail Confederacy-bound, and Gen, Winfield Scott forbade the tele-
graphing of military information. Then censor H, E, Thayer, under Sec. of
State Seward, prohibited all military and government news from leaving Wash-
ington. Second, Sec. of War Edwin Stanton took over censorship and again
stopped only military data. Third, Gen. William T. Sherman in 1&64 set cur-
rent rules: news reporters must be accredited and acceptable to field com-
manders.

13
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Journalism Education
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Gen. Robert E. Lee. president of Washington College (now Washington
and Lee University), established printing courses in 1369 » Note the
usage of a 3$ commemorative on a newspaper wrapper addressed to Rye
Beach, New Hampshire.

CINCINNATI, O.

MAP SOV-A
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V fnf\ix/yoj
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Journalism Education

fit toe

The University of Missouri offered the first reporting courses in
l£?3 and formed the first separate journalism school in 1903. Colum-
bia University had the first graduate program in journalism shortly
thereafter0

a? HO
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Typewriter
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The typewriter was invented in 1^65, but not widely known until 1&76
and not widely used urrbil the l#90s. Remington was the most popular
brand in new rooms for decades. There were scores of typewriter firms
early on, one of which was a costly flop for former journalist "Mark
Twain."

Reming ton : - . . • • - . : • y,;?r-?-riti|5w,

! vi,»:\i'i , :D i
1 i«

•• ' :.-A,.;O, !

Return in 5 Days.
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Telephone
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The telephone, not invented until 1876, was widely used locally by
1880. The number of telephones increased tenfold between 1880 and
1900, by which time the Bell System was nationwide.

-• : >.r ;'.: ' : .
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Professional Publications

ArucsTA, Maine , December 3 1st, uigy,

I'iease accept with my compliments, an annual subscription for " P R I N T E R S '

INK— A JOURNAL FOR ADVERTISERS".

1 have ordered tlu- Publishers, George P. Ro\ve!I & Co., New York, to mail it

to VOMT address at lire experes-e.

The brightest and foreunea eeeieerte-ers careful! ; 1 iierew 'e:u':;: number of L ) I H aJjir

Jotirnai. It is full of the SCIENCE of advertising-;' ' / "-.

' i - e i : ; ; , ,->ni! i r a e : n e ' yn! T.I-. : e ; ' ; < . ' • • ; i ; :•- • • : .'. ' • • . • • ; •• <-. ' \ - \ : . ' - . . . : ; . ;

interesting, but <.»! value if; a, maten'oi sense,

A f . L K X , lYepi'ietor of Allen's List-*,

.\utrust;i., Maine.

The newspaper industry*s growth spawned trade publications, the
two most famous being Editor & Publisher and Printers' Inkf which
published the first model truth-in-advertising statute in 1911.

JOURNAL FOR NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS . p \ I8B7 ~~ .$ S OO A YtAfi f/j't ' -'7 \8 DEVONSHIRE ST. BOSTON , MASS.f \8
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Post Off ice
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In 1879, Congress clearly defined second-
class matter, and in 1885, provided for
10 per pound delivery rates. In 1897, the
U.S. Post Office set up rural free deli-
very after a"bout 20 years of dramatically
extending free carrier service in cities.
In 1911, more than a billion newspapers
and magazines were delivered by RFD.

The newspaper and
bulk shipments, in
ther proof of the
press.

periodical stamps for
use 1865-1898, are fur-
growth of the American

19
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Post Office

^ !
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The US Post Office issued wrappers to carry newspapers and
other printed matter.

20
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Post Office
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Former Pres. Rutherford B. Hayes was billed by National Tribune in S
an envelope like that to Elliott, Conn.'s T.B. Johnson. Hayes1 post-
age-paid copy, like most other newspapers mailed then and since,
bore no stamp.

:
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Post Office
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Home Lighting

COLNOM &. NUNAN, »»<««;,,

The irapidly increasing availability of home lighting—gas and elec-
tric—beginning in about 1&SO encouraged the publication of after-
noon/evening newspapers by Scripps, Pulitzer and then others.

STE JJffe
INC • ; ; . .
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Circular Distributors

Circular distributing companies started competing with newspa-
pers for advertising revenue early. Today, newspapers compete
with direct mailers and shopping guides for ^inserts."

\
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Clipping Services

.
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Newspapers were so numerous and contained so much valuable informa-
tion that clipping services were established by 1879.

.

A¥E,

25
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Photography

AMERICAN GRA
>R»PHIC, j,._,

. ' . • ' , Graphic..!

SQ.OO PER Y E A R . :

AMERICAN CO.
i | v k K PLACE. JVi :w Y.»,:!•;, /v

The first halftone, a plate made of raised dots to form a pic-
ture, was made in 1&7$. Blit it couldn't be used in rotary press
printing until 13&0, when N.Y. Daily Graphic Art Editor Stephen
H. Horgan developed necessary technology. He perf ectedit in 1#97
at the NVY. Tribune. Meanwhile, George Eastman had invented the
Kodak camera in

26
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Linotype

OIL

BALTIMORE, MD.

: x
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Machine Works,

faunton,

Mass,

The linotype machine, with which entire lines of type could he set
in one piece of reusahle lead, was invented by Ottmar Mergenthaler
in 1886, The linotype replaced the setting of type by hand, which
required long hours in front of a type case.

if no- c u ! i » . s for w l i l i i u f iv<> .Jays pHasc return to

: • ' - '. ••"• ,

- . i -r j 01

t l: m m 1

205 S,

6wnm4 «««, ST. LOUIS, 10.
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Linotype

.
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Newsprint

" im \ •

Newsprint was made entirely from rag stock until 1867,
when the German Pourdrinier process allowed its produc-
tion from wood pulp with rag added. Artificial rag was
added in the 1890s, which decreased newsprint prices and
allowed for continued low subscription prices for heft-
ier papers. Newspapers were helped again in 1913, when
Congress lowered tariffs on Canadian newsprint.

SfiSinfib
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Newspapers in Daily Life
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Companies selling newspaper subscriptions, and older newspapers
as collectors* items testified to publications1 role in society
and popular culture.

G. L.
PEALEnW .

COHFEDERATE and
OLD ALMANACS AND NEWSPAPERS,

Send l;i cc'iri.-s. fuv Prr^niurn Coio Hook,
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Major Population Movements

THE NANTICOKE NEWS.
D A11» V A N 13 W 1C IS frC I, Y,

NANTICOKE, PA.
F»GPU t.KTION JO.OCO,

. 1

Foreign immigration brought in millions of people, especially
to cities, primarily in the 1880s, 1900s and 1910s. That most
settled in cities further increased the number of newspapers,
particularly those in foreign languages.
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Press Clubs

Club of C
136 MADISON

7

A result of the growth of the newspaper industry and journalism pro-
fession was press clubs-restaurant/lounges. The Press Club of Chica-
go closed only recently.
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